PartnerPlast
PartnerPlast is a leading specialist
in plastic, rotational moulding, and
design. We manufacture a wide range
of products within our product division:
Seismic, Offshore & Subsea, and
Industrial.

Our history stretches all the way back to 1946. We supplied
our first buoyancy products to the offshore industry in 1979
and the development of subsea products started in the late
1990s.
Åndalsnes is a center for plastic industry in Norway and
many of our key suppliers are located right on our doorstep.
This has enabled us to have an exceptional track record of
supplying every single project on time, and we will do our
very best to keep it that way!
Right from the start, our experience and know-how have
made us a reliable supplier for our customers and most of
the development has taken place in close collaboration with
our customers and partners.

Development
Rotational moulding is a manufacturing process used
primarily to create seamless, stress-free, hollow products.
The process was applied to plastics already in the 1940s,
but in the early days it was little used due to long processing
times and limited range of materials available.
The powdered grades of polyethylene specifically tailored
for rotational moulding were introduced in the 1950s, and
that together with the development of the hot air oven
resulted in a significant increase in usage of the method.
Rotational moulding offers the opportunity to manufacture
stress-free parts with uniform wall thickness and complex
shape at relatively low production cost. New mould and
machine features, improvements in process control and the
continuously growing selection of plastic powders available
have made rotational moulding a competitive alternative
to blow moulding, thermoforming, and injection moulding.

Service and support
To ensure fast delivery, we have a wide range of products
in stock. We also offer leasing and repair services for buoys.

Electronics
All our electronics are designed, developed and produced
together with our local suppliers. To meet our customers’
specific needs, our engineers can either customise the
functionality and the interfaces of existing products, or
develop a new product that meets the unique requirements.

Elbox – Charge and control system, Radio – Control s ystem,
Dynav – positioning system, DTAC M2M – Iridium tracking and control,
PWX – Signal lights

Seismic
For almost 20 years we have been a leading supplier of
equipment for the seismic industry. We have developed
and supplied some of the most advanced equipment that
is being used today.
We are continuously working on optimising technological
solutions adapted to our customers’ requirements.
We supply turnkey systems that also include the steel structures and developing and manufacturing of the electronics.

Industrial
With its design flexibility and a wide choice of materials,
rotational moulding has a great potential in the industrial
market.
The variety of products that can be rotationally moulded
is extremely versatile and a good example on this is our
contract with an international supplier of defence related
systems and products.
We have also developed an all-plastic wheel chair that can
be used in airports, hospitals, pools and spas.

Offshore
We supply a wide range of buoyancy products for different
purposes. Our product portfolio covers applications from
water surface down to a depth of 7,000 metres.
The size of our products varies from the smallest spherical
buoys with a buoyancy of a few kilograms up to modular
systems with a buoyancy of several tens of tons. All the
buoys are manufactured at our factories in Åndalsnes.
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Rauma
If you are the outdoor type, Rauma is for you. Both summer
and winter you can experience the fjords, mountain tops,
and everything in between in whatever way suits you best.
Try skydiving, BASE jumping, downhill cycling or skiing, go
fishing, paddle in the river, or maybe hike over the famous
Romsdalseggen ridge.

Plastic Town
Plastics have a long history in Rauma – and Åndalsnes is the
center of the plastics industry in Norway. Together with
other local plastic manufacturers we have competence and
experience in most main areas in the plastics industry.

Festivals
Several great festivals are held every year in Rauma.
RaumaRock offers a weekend of varied music performed
by both national and international artists. Romsdalsvinter
skiing festival and Norwegian Mountain Festival bring
together people with a common love of mountains and
nature – and celebrate the fantastic and wild nature we are
surrounded by here in Rauma.

A: PO 94, 6301 Åndalsnes, Norway
T: +47 71 22 31 00
F: +47 71 22 31 01
office@partnerplast.com
Learn more about us at www.partnerplast.com

